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This book is a comprehensive overview of multiple nationality in international law, and contains a survey of current State practice covering over 75 countries. It examines the topic in light of the
historical treatment of multiple nationality by States, international bodies and commentators, setting out the general trends in international law and relations that have influenced nationality. While the
book's purpose is not to debate the merits of multiple nationality, but to present actual state practice, it does survey arguments for and against multiple nationality, and considers States' motivations
in adopting a particular attitude toward the topic. As a reference work, the volume includes a detailed examination of the nature of nationality under international law and the concepts of nationality and
citizenship under municipal law. The survey of State practice also constitutes a valuable resource for practitioners.
IAS is one of the most sought after career these days. For an aspirant to be successful in this exam, he must have a thorough knowledge of India - social, political, economical, geographical,
international climate. Students need to start well in advance such that they not only attain the fundamental knowledge but also gain the ability to generate their opinion and ideas about a topic. The IAS
Foundation Book is an attempt in the same direction. Undergraduate Students and class 11/ 12 students who aspire for this career can start with this book. The book provides 175+ articles from diverse
areas like History, Geography of the World , Polity Governance, Constitution, Social Justice, International relations, Technology, Economic Development, Bio diversity, Environment, Security, Disaster
Management, Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude. These articles not just provide you the complete update on the topic but will also guide you to analyse and explore the various issues associated with it. The
articles are followed by exercises constituting vocabulary questions, comprehension questions, related general awareness questions and opinion creation/ analytical questions. The book provides answers to
the 1st three type of questions. The opinion creation/ analytical questions are open-ended and requires a lot of thinking and analysis before answering. It is one of the most powerful book that will
expose you to the most sensitive issues, ideas, events, people or places.
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect ... with ancillaries.
A Comparative Study
Navigating All Levels of Government as a Civil Servant or Contractor
A Collection of Educational Resources for Immigrants
Your Complete Guide
Americans Living Abroad
Italian Dual Citizenship: a Complete Guide
Discourse, Theory, and Transnational Prospects

"Examining an important, rising trend in today's global system, Citizenship 2.0 does us a fine service in exploring the origins and consequences of the dual citizenship phenomenon."--Alejandro Portes, Princeton University.sity.
Birth tourism is very popular in the USA because it is one of the strongest countries in the world, and it grants US citizenship to babies who are born on their land. There are of course many terms and conditions that apply to this citizenship rule that becomes applicable to babies who're born in
their country to people who are immigrants, who're tourists, who were in USA just for business purposes, or those who traveled to USA specifically to be able to give birth there and gain their child American, or possibly dual citizenship. This book explores the various rules and helpful tips in
relation to birth tourism in the USA. There are several pros and cons associated with this, which are discussed in this book. And of course, good medical attention and going through a healthy and safe childbirth are also important factors that makes the USA the number one choice for Birth
Tourism. So, if you are looking to travel to the United States and give birth to your baby, this a comprehensive guide that you can use and make things easier for you there.
Nwanna provides comprehensive information on travel to more than 170 countries, and addresses diverse concerns regarding personal safety, finances, illness, birth and marriage, and more.
Civics and Citizenship Toolkit
At Home in Two Countries
The Complete Guide to Offshore Residency, Dual Citizenship and Second Passports
The Political Economy of Belonging to Liberia
The Passport Book
Information They Don't Want You to Know
2000The decision to become a United States citizen is one of the mostimportant choices you can ever make. Before you can become a U.S.citizen, however, you first must be a lawful permanent resident ofthe U.S. For this reason, before you begin the process, you need toknow what you want to achieve legal immigration ornaturalization - and if you can expect to qualify for it. U.S. Citizenship For Dummies will help you get throughthis often confusing process, from determining how best to qualifyto live permanently in the United States to gaining a green cardand then citizenship. This reference guide
is for anyone who * Is interested in living permanently in the U.S. * Is a friend or relative of someone who wishes to livepermanently in the U.S. * Wants to become a naturalized citizen * Has no legal background or any familiarity with U.S.immigration This book helps you discover the important
requirements you needto meet and offers tips and insights into dealing with the Bureauof Citizenship and Immigration Services (BCIS). You also get toknow other government agencies that you'll work with whileattempting to immigrate to the U.S. or become a citizen. U.S.Citizenship For Dummies
covers the following topics andmore: * Clear information on the immigration process * Up-to-date information on various application forms * The rights of legal aliens * Recent changes in immigration laws * Review of English and Civics tests * Pointers on the interview process * Survey of U.S. history,
government, and culture * Coverage on visas and green cards * Troubleshooting immigration problems Becoming a U.S. citizen carries important duties andresponsibilities as well as rights, rewards, and privileges. Beforeyou make the decision to pursue U.S. citizenship, you need to beaware of what
you stand to lose and what you stand to gain; youalso need to be sure you're ready to fulfill all theobligations of a good citizen. U.S. Citizenship For Dummieswill help you understand all that it means to become a citizen ofthe United States of America.
A significant addition to the growing body of literature on citizenship, this wide-ranging overview focuses on the importance, and changing nature, of citizenship. It introduces the varied discourses and theories that have arisen in recent years, and looks toward future scholarship in the field. Offers an
analytical assessment of the various thematic discourses and provides guidance in pulling together those discrete themes into a larger, more comprehensive framework Identifies the four broadly conceived themes that shape the many discourses on contemporary citizenship – inclusion, erosion,
withdrawal, and expansion Includes a thorough introduction to the subject
Citizenship is an important issue, and becoming a more informed and active citizen is part of growing up. This guide examines what it means to be a citizen in the United States. It explains the ways people become citizens, the responsibilities of a citizen, and the rights of U.S. citizens. Readers can
form their own opinions on citizenship by reading engaging discussion questions, sidebars, and fact boxes. In addition, they can better understand the workings of citizenship through corresponding vibrant photographs and graphic organizers that highlight this basic social studies curriculum topic.
What You Should Know Before You Go
Citizenship Law in Africa
Dual Nationality as a Global Asset
Evolution and Prospects
Citizenship Laws of the World
Code of Federal Regulations
A Tourist Guide to Giving Birth in US

This book addresses a contemporary problem that is at the crossroads between two basic political principles. The first one is the idea of representative government based on elections by general suffrage. The second is the sovereignty of the nation-state which says that the world is
divided into sovereign states and that only those who are citizens can claim to take part in the political life of a particular nation-state. Mr Hammar, Director of the Centre for Research in International Migration and Ethnic Relations at Stockholm University, argues that
increased immigration during the second half of the 20th century has challenged the nation-state and the democratic system as the distinction between formal and substantial citizenship has become blurred. The book, based on a series of articles and reports on this subject written
during the last ten years, is divided into four parts. The first part deals with international migration and nationalism. Attention is focused on how immigrants enter a new country and the importance of citizenship as obligatory membership in a state. Included is a short history of
citizenship, its emergence during the 19th century, and the relationship between industrialization on the one hand and nationalism and the idea of the nation-state on the other. The second part discusses citizenship, naturalization, and the advantages of dual citizenship. The third
part of the book focuses on the increasing activity of foreign citizens in politics and the extent to which they have actually taken part in political elections in countries where they have been allowed to do so. This third part is concluded with an evaluation of those electoral reforms
mainly in Scandinavia and the Netherlands which have given voting rights to foreign citizens with three to five years of legal residence. In the final part, the author tries to resolve the lack of congruence between formal citizenship and informal membership resulting from long
periods of residence. He discusses two alternative ways to overcome this lack of congruence: through increased naturalization or through an extension of political rights to those who have had their domicile in the country for a long time.
Few African countries provide for an explicit right to a nationality. Laws and practices governing citizenship leave hundreds of thousands of people in Africa without a country to which they belong. Statelessness and discriminatory citizenship practices underlie and exacerbate
tensions in many regions of the continent, according to this report by the Open Society Institute. Citizenship Law in Africa is a comparative study by the Open Society Justice Initiative and Africa Governance Monitoring and Advocacy Project. It describes the often arbitrary,
discriminatory, and contradictory citizenship laws that exist from state to state, and recommends ways that African countries can bring their citizenship laws in line with international legal norms. The report covers topics such as citizenship by descent, citizenship by
naturalization, gender discrimination in citizenship law, dual citizenship, and the right to identity documents and passports. It describes how stateless Africans are systematically exposed to human rights abuses: they can neither vote nor stand for public office; they cannot enroll
their children in school, travel freely, or own property; they cannot work for the government.--Publisher description.
Bulgaria is pursuing a wide-ranging strategy for creating a market economy and is progressively opening up for business development. The introduction of a series of legal and fiscal measures, including a liberal foreign investment law, as well as the emergence of the private
sector are creating a more realistic environment in which foreign businesses can develop opportunities. Yet to realise the benefits the country offers and to overcome inevitable obstacles, careful investigation of the new systems in place and determination to tackle practical issues
is essential. Doing Business in Bulgaria draws together the expertise of Sinclair Roche & Temperley and Touche Ross, with contributions from SG Warburg, British Gas, Cerrex Ltd, PR Trading and East European Projects Consultants to provide an authoritative overview of the
rapidly evolving Romanian scene. They provide in-depth, hands-on information and advice on the issues which businesses looking to trade or invest in Bulgaria are likely to face. The book is divided into four main sections: A Business Revolution? - an assessment of the current
changes in the political and economic arena, market potential, business culture, market intelligence, and Bulgaria and its trading partners. The Business Infrastructure - an issue-by-issue breakdown of the legal and commercial framework necessary for the new-style economy
including commercial law, currency convertibility, prices and the banking system, accounting standards, taxation, privatisation, property law, communications, the environment, and the labour market. The Options for British Business - comprehensive and detailed accounts of how
to tackle crucial processes such as planning, marketing, agencies and distributorships, export and import, trade finance, licensing and franchises, forming a company, and financing and investment. Case Studies - actual profiles by businesses which have set up in, or done business
with, Bulgaria, covering export, distributorships, joint ventures, and direct investment. The book concludes with three valuable appendices. The first provides an in-depth coverage of the opportunities by sector in Bulgaria. The second covers grant aid available and the third
includes a full bibliography and sources of further information. Impressive in its scope, the book offers both a panorama and a minute cross-section of the issues, whether obstacle or opportunity, that every business must address. Written by highly qualified experts, yet in a style
which is succinct, jargon-free and accessible to the non-expert, Doing Business in Bulgaria is an invaluable, all-round reference for any businessperson keen to maximise the potential of the emergent market.
How to Reclaim Your Freedom with Offshore Bank Accounts, Dual Citizenship, Foreign Companies, and Overseas Investments
IAS Foundation for Class 11, 12 & Undergraduate Students (General Studies, Comprehension, Essays & Articles)
The Past and Future of Dual Citizenship
An Insider's Guide To Working for the Federal Government
From Migrants to Citizens
Citizenship 2.0
The Italian-American Guide to Seeking Dual Citizenship As Blood Right
What do governments do when much of their population simply gets up and walks away? In Mexico and other migrant-sending countries, mass emigration prompts governments to negotiate a new social contract with their citizens
abroad. After decades of failed efforts to control outflow, the Mexican state now emphasizes voluntary ties, dual nationality, and rights over obligations. In this groundbreaking book, David Fitzgerald examines a region
of Mexico whose citizens have been migrating to the United States for more than a century. He finds that emigrant citizenship does not signal the decline of the nation-state but does lead to a new form of citizenship, and
that bureaucratic efforts to manage emigration and its effects are based on the membership model of the Catholic Church.
Americans are able to keep their U.S. citizenship and obtain citizenship from a select number of other countries. Italy is one of them. If you are a direct descendant of an Italian then you may be eligible to apply for
citizenship via jure sanguinis, which is Latin for “right of blood”. This books help you through the process from determining whether you are eligible to preparing for your consulate appointment.
Citizenship policies are changing rapidly in the face of global migration trends and the inevitable ethnic and racial diversity that follows. The debates are fierce. What should the requirements of citizenship be? How can
multi-ethnic states forge a collective identity around a common set of values, beliefs and practices? What are appropriate criteria for admission and rights and duties of citizens? This book includes nine case studies
that investigate immigration and citizenship in Australia, the Baltic States, Canada, the European Union, Israel, Mexico, Russia, South Africa and the United States. This complete collection of essays scrutinizes the
concrete rules and policies by which states administer citizenship, and highlights similarities and differences in their policies. From Migrants to Citizens, the only comprehensive guide to citizenship policies in these
liberal-democratic and emerging states, will be an invaluable reference for scholars in law, political science, and citizenship theory. Policymakers and government officials involved in managing citizenship policy in the
United States and abroad will find this an excellent, accessible overview of the critical dilemmas that multi-ethnic societies face as a result of migration and global interdependencies at the end of the twentieth
century.
The First and Only Do-It-yourself Guide for Dual Citizenship with Italy
Information Guidance Series
How Mexico Manages Its Migration
U.S. Citizenship For Dummies
The Border Guide : the Canadian Guide to Investment, Immigration, Tax, and Retirement Planning in the United States
What You Need to Know to Pass Your U.S. Citizenship Test, with Companion CD-ROM
How to Manage Stress

The author of the well-received A Guide to Federal Contracting, Dan Lindner demystifies the daily workings of the federal government at the operational level.
Based on rich oral histories, this is an engaging study of citizenship construction and practice in Liberia, Africa's first black republic.
How to Manage Stress Stress is a growing problem in modern society, and in How to Manage Stress, author Suzanne Hird offers a practical approach to dealing with stress. Through exercises and lessons, Hird
helps you come to terms with the stress in your life and teaches you how to cope with it. Focusing on an approach to occupational psychology with notions related to the psychological workplace
environment, How to Manage Stress deals with questions like: * What is stress? * What are positive stress and negative stress? * Can stress be positive, and if so, what conditions must be present? * Are
some stress symptoms more dangerous than others? * What are the typical causes of stress? * What are the manager's responsibilities for employees feeling stressed? * What can you do to prevent healththreatening stress? How to Manage Stress provides a wide range of solutions to solve issues related to stress, problems, conflicts, communication, and finding your core values in life. The book also deals
with three unique issues that you most likely do not find in any other book. One is an understanding of that part of the personality psychology that describes the reason why you have become the person
that you are and also how to grow should you feel stuck. The other is how to cancel your membership of the Mr. Nice Guy and Ms. Doormat Club whilst staying who you are and earning respect from others in
doing so. The third is a checkup and overhaul of you and your life--a checkup that should be performed several times a year in order to stay fit, happy, and stress free. It provides motivation for
inspiring solutions, which allows you to act in an active, purposeful, and constructive manner for the benefit of yourself, your family, your colleagues, and the workplace. After reading this book you are
well prepared for managing your stress, experience wellness and mindfulness as well as showing others the path of stress free living.
Your U.S. Citizenship Guide
Aliens, Denizens, and Citizens in a World of International Migration
Learn About the United States: Quick Civics Lessons for the Naturalization Test (Revised February, 2019)
Rights and Duties of Dual Nationals
Democracy and the Nation State
The Code of Federal Regulations of the United States of America
Outlines the process of applying for citizenship in the United States, provides instructions for filling out forms, and includes sample test questions and their answers.
Finally! A comprehensive, easy do-it-yourself guide to getting dual citizenship with Italy. Though the process is not easy, becoming recognized as an Italian citizen helps connect you to the past while opening up infinite possibilities for you and your future descendants. Whatever your reason for applying, this
book has been designed as a do-it-yourself guide to Italian citizenship. Over the last five years, the authors have helped thousands of people around the world in their efforts to become recognized as Italian citizens. In this book they share their insights and lessons learned to make this process as simple and
straightforward as possible for their readers. This book will walk you through the basics of: ✓ Determining your eligibility ✓ Understanding what certificates you will need to present to the Italian consulate ✓ Collecting, apostilling and translating the certificates ✓ Applying for your Italian passport and other
steps to take after being recognized The book also provides other insights and interesting information such as the history of Italian immigration to The United States, how to research your genealogy, applying in Italy and an overview of the benefits and possible consequences of becoming an Italian dual citizen.
This guide is the first comprehensive do-it-yourself guide to Italian dual citizenship and is highly recommended for anyone going through the process themselves.
The Border Guide is the definitive guide to cross-border financial planning for Canadians who either live in the U.S. seasonally or all year round. This easy-to follow guide can help anyone transact their crossborder business affairs with confidence.
Development, (Dual) Citizenship and Its Discontents in Africa
Immigration Policy in the Federal Republic of Germany
Negotiating Membership and Remaking the Nation
A Woman's Concise Guide to Common Medical Tests
A Nation of Emigrants
Citizenship
Americans Traveling Abroad
The rise of dual citizenship could hardly have been imaginable to a time traveler from a hundred or even fifty years ago. Dual nationality was once considered an offense to nature, an abomination on the order of bigamy. It was the stuff of titanic battles between the United States and European
sovereigns. As those conflicts dissipated, dual citizenship continued to be an oddity, a condition that, if not quite freakish, was nonetheless vaguely disreputable, a status one could hold but not advertise. Even today, some Americans mistakenly understand dual citizenship to somehow be “illegal”,
when in fact it is completely tolerated. Only recently has the status largely shed the opprobrium to which it was once attached. At Home in Two Countries charts the history of dual citizenship from strong disfavor to general acceptance. The status has touched many; there are few Americans who do
not have someone in their past or present who has held the status, if only unknowingly. The history reflects on the course of the state as an institution at the level of the individual. The state was once a jealous institution, justifiably demanding an exclusive relationship with its members. Today, the
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state lacks both the capacity and the incentive to suppress the status as citizenship becomes more like other forms of membership. Dual citizenship allows many to formalize sentimental attachments. For others, it’s a new way to game the international system. This book explains why dual citizenship
was once so reviled, why it is a fact of life after globalization, and why it should be embraced today.
Every year, millions of healthy women undergo a variety of screening tests without understanding why or the meaning of the outcome. If you are among those women, overwhelmed by information and baffled by results, this is the book you've been waiting for. In straightforward, personable prose, A
Woman's Concise Guide to Common Medical Tests surveys a wide variety of standard tests commonly suggested by doctors. Using the recommendations of the U.S. Preventative Health Services Task Force as a starting point, physicians Michele C. Moore and Caroline M. de Costa describe and
explain screening tests for STDs and other communicable diseases, diabetes, thyroid disease, bone loss, various genetic tests, pregnancy, and cancer (including breast, colon, and skin). A section on common blood tests demystifies the numerical results that can be virtually impossible to interpret for
women outside the medical profession. The authors detail what is considered "normal" as well as what's not-to help women make sense of their results. As practicing physicians, both authors have fielded patients' questions about standard screening tests and understand what women should know
but often feel afraid to ask about. For each test, there is an explanation of why it may be ordered, how it is done, what sort of preparation may be involved, and what risks may be incurred. As the health-care industry continues to evolve, the amount of medical information available to women about
their health can be overwhelming and confusing. Without being encyclopedic or intimidating, A Woman's Concise Guide to Common Medical Tests offers all the facts you need about screening tests, all in one place.
Italian Dual Citizenship: a Complete GuideThe First and Only Do-It-yourself Guide for Dual Citizenship with Italy
For Use in Preparing ... Returns
What You Should Know While You Are There
Birth Tourism in USA
Doing Business in Bulgaria
Reference Guide to Post-government Service Employment Activities of Department of the Navy Personnel
Border Guide : a Canadian's Guide to Investment, Immigration, Tax & Retirement Planning in the United States
Self-employment Tax

This easy-to-use guide will help anyone interested in coming to--or staying in--the United States. Top immigration lawyer Allan Wernick explains the U.S. immigration system, who can come to
the U.S. and how, tips for dealing with the INS, filing procedures, and when to seek professional advice.
German migration policy now stands at a major crossroad, caught between a fifty-year history of missed opportunities and serious new challenges. Focusing on these new challenges that German
policy makers face, the authors, both internationally recognized in this field, use historical argument, theoretical analysis, and empirical evaluation to advance a more nuanced
understanding of recent initiatives and the implications of these initiatives. Their approach combines both synthesis and original research in a presentation that is not only accessible to
the general educated reader but also addresses the concerns of academic scholars and policy analysts. This important volume offers a comprehensive and critical examination of the history of
German migration law and policy from the Federal Republic's inception in 1949 to the present.
Citizenship Laws of the World is the newest addition to AILAs line of reprinted government publications. Produced by the Office of Personnel Management, it provides citizenship regulations
for most countries of the world.This directory is intended to be a quick-reference guide that gives a summary of citizenship regulations for each country. Inside youll find information on:
--who is considered a citizen --dual citizenship --loss of citizenship --country restrictions
Multiple Nationality And International Law
A Comprehensive Guide to Wellness, Mindfulness, and Work-life Balance
U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens
U.S. Immigration & Citizenship
Nomad Capitalist
Membership in a Changing World
Forbidden Knowledge

The world has changed forever. Governments have expanded their reach over their citizens' lives, Power is being consolidated by an elite few, and The world economy has become more volatile and
unpredictable. Meanwhile, the internet, a globalizing world economy, and the emergence of the developing world present opportunities to anyone willing to make simple changes to their life. Geography is no
longer a limitation for those willing to follow Andrew Henderson's 'Five Magic Words' and "Go where you're treated best." As the world's most sought-after expert on offshore tax planning, second
passports, and global citizenship - cited by the BBC, Bloomberg, Elite Daily and more - Andrew has condensed his last ten years of investigative world travel into an unprecedented book to help
entrepreneurs and investors keep more of their own money, live where they want, become citizens of the world, and improve their lives and the planet. Direct. Honest. Experienced. Unapologetic. Practical.
Transparent. Even funny. The Nomad Capitalist will show you how to take his "E-K-G" formula to: ENHANCE your personal lifestyle, KEEP more of your money, and GROW your money by living, investing, banking,
and doing business overseas. From foreign companies to offshore accounts and from overseas investments to dual citizenship, you'll find everything you need to know to begin a life of international
proportions, storing gold in super-secret vaults, finding love in exotic locations, and improving everything from your health to your tax bill by simply "going where you're treated best." It is no longer
enough to be a digital nomad. Those who want complete freedom from the world's broken systems must become Nomad Capitalists, learning to navigate the world system to reclaim their freedom and rediscover
the possibilities of capitalism's greatest promises. Get the book to see how.
The Code of Federal Regulations is the codification of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal Government.
For Americans who reside or plan to take up residence abroad, this guide addresses safety and security matters, and provides reference information on a host of issues ranging from health and terrorism to
other emergencies.
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